Problem Description

The check_mst command has a typo in its output. The word ENVIRONMENT is spelled wrong. This MCR proposes to correct the misspelling.


Proposed Changes

The proposed changes are as above and exemplified by the following compare_ascii output:

```
cpa [lpn checker_load_MST_.pl1] ==
...

Inserted in B:
B15 2) change(2020-01-22,Swenson), approve(2020-01-22,MCR10076):
B16 Fix typo in output.
Preceding:
A15 /* END HISTORY COMMENTS */
A199 call checker_print_ ("Begin collection ^d.^d: ^WIRED ENVIRONMENT^"),
Changed by B to:
B201 call checker_print_ ("Begin collection ^d.^d: ^WIRED ENVIRONMENT^"),
Comparison finished: 3 differences, 8 lines.
r 15:00 0.976 13
```

Documentation

No changes are needed.
Testing

A hardcore tape will be generated and check_mst used to check its integrity. The output will be scrutinized to make sure that the misspelling is corrected and no other issues result.
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